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Easy voice recorder apple

There are only two Voice-O-Graph recording booths left in the world. One is round at Jack White's house and the other is in Soho, London's Phonica Records only for the next two weeks. Voice-O-Graphs was a common place in American shopping malls and transport hubs and was also located in the UK. In Graham Green's Brighton Rock film adaptation, the original 1940s pinkie gangsta uses one to
record a message to his wife about how much he hates her. Aah. Isn't that nice? The machines are essentially a recording booth attached to a record-breaking lathe, so the recordings made in them could be immediately transferred to cardboard discs coated in six-inch diameter shellac. Yes, cardboard. This was not an audiophile product. Cabins were most commonly used to send voicemails to and from
troops based abroad, for aspiring musicians to record songs, and presumably for drunks to record two minutes of themselves making fart noises and making funny voices. A timer ticked, with a spy indicating that there were only 30 seconds until the end of the assigned recording time, meaning many Voice-O-Graph recordings start with people talking rather slowly and then accelerating as they realize
they've almost spent their fourth/shilling. Our list of the best USB turntables is here. Now, thanks to one of those strange links between big business and independent artists, Aberlour Whisky, part of the mammoth Pernod-Ricard conglomerate, has brought a Voice-O-Graph to London's celebrated independent electronic music vinyl specialist Phonica. Until November 2, you can see the box and, in fact,
make your own registration in it. Musicians are invited to bring instruments, though tuba players may be unlucky, given the cozy size of the Voice-O-Graph. Here's how it works: you go to record yourself doing anything, after downing a wee dram of the 12-year-old Aberlour single malt. Your magum opus/beautiful, romantic outpouring/drunken chaos is cut on a vinyl record (the machine has been updated).
You listen to him back as you pull out a quizzical expression. The quizzical expression is actually mandatory, but Scotch is only on offer at the following times: 22-23 October and 29-30 from 17:00 to 19:00 and 24 and 31 October from 16:00 to 18:00. In any case, there is no charge. I saw the car in action on Monday, and the recordings it produces abandon the machine sounding as if they were recorded in
the 1930s, by someone who had long since died. The timing and pace of the lathe-cut vinyl are absolutely everywhere, giving a spooky effect that's like intercepting a haunted transmission from the past. As long as you don't register by making fart noises and funny voices, anyway. The Voice-O-Graph passes to Canada after its stay in London. For more information visit Aberlour and Phonica. NEW YORK (
TheStreet) -If there was any small concern for Apple (AAPL) - Get Report has trouble selling the iPhone 5, it was completely unfounded. Early Monday Monday the company announced that iPhone 5 pre-orders exceeded 2 million in the first 24 hours the phone was available. The tech giant said demand has exceeded initial supply and while most pre-orders will arrive to customers on September 21, many
are now scheduled for delivery in October. Phil Schiller, Apple's senior vice president of Worldwide Marketing, was ecstatic by the numbers. iPhone 5 pre-orders broke the previous record held by iPhone 4S and customers' response to the iPhone 5 was phenomenal, he explained, in a press release. iPhone 5 is the best iPhone ever, the most beautiful product we have ever made and we hope customers
love it as much as we do. It is clear from the press release that the demand for the new iPhone is staggering, reaching unprecedented levels. AT&amp;T (T) - Get Report said the iPhone 5 is the best-selling iPhone ever, while Verizon (VZ) - Get Report was experiencing issues on its website and with customer service. Some tech journalists, social media mavens and Wall Street analysts were not initially
impressed with the device, saying it did not present anything new that was not already available on other smartphones. They were looking for Apple to wipe them out with a whole new design or revolutionary feature. The pre-order numbers of over 2 million during the first 24 hours of availability are staggering. Apple is wiping out its records with the release of the iPhone 5, prompting some Wall Street
analysts to raise price targets. Keith Bachman, an analyst at BMO Capital Markets, raised his price target to $750 from $680 in his version of the new iPhone. Evaluate out-of-shape actions. Everyone knew that the iPhone 5 would be a huge launch. Now Apple has shown us how huge it is, and this is only in the first 24 hours. There is still a long time in 2012 for Apple to prove its opponents wrong. Interested
in learning more about Apple? See TheStreet Ratings report card for this stock. -- Written by Chris Ciaccia in New York&gt;Contact by Email. Follow @Commodity_Bull April 14, 2017 3 min read Susan Bennett, 68, has an iconic voice, but most people don't know her name. In an interview with Typeform, Bennett shared the story of how she became Siri's first voice - and how she handled the news when she
found out. You should check out the full interview, which includes audio clips and a man-computer interaction timeline, but 10 interesting highlights are listed below.1. A different kind of vocal performance. Bennett began his career in music. She was a backup singer for Burt Bacharach and Roy Orbison in the 1960s and 1970s, and sang television and radio commercials. Today she and her husband are in a
band and performing together.2. Build in the machines. In the mid-1970s, when ATMs first appeared, people didn't feel safe withdrawing money from a car. They were used to human bank ertators. So an advertising company called McDonald &amp; Little hired Bennett to give ATMs a person called Tillie, voiced by Bennett.Related: Bennett.Related: Siri saved a man's life3. For control, 1.In in the 1980s and
1990s, Bennett dubbed GPS and automated phone systems. If you checked your bank balance or made flight reservations on the phone then, you may have heard its voice.4. A month of gobbledygook. In 2005, he got a concert that expressed meaningless phrases for a company called ScanSoft -- strings of words and sounds like Malitia oi hallucinatory, buckry ockra ooze. The company was working on a
text-to-speech service, but Bennett said he planned to record scripts for phone systems. He did it for a month, then refused a five-year contract with the client. Meanwhile, ScanSoft merged with Nuance Communications, which later partnered with Apple.5. Provisional success. Between 2005 and 2011, Bennett worked with clients such as Coca-Cola, IBM, Ford, and Delta Airlines.6. The surprise of his life.
He didn't know he was Siri's voice until the feature was added to iPhone 4S devices on October 4, 2011. Engineers were able to take the incomprehensible phrases he recorded, cut them and train them throughout the English language. However, Bennett kept his identity hidden for two years, until a video from The Verge made people ask.7. Where the credit is due. Since Bennett has never recorded the
actual phrases Siri utters today, he is not responsible for any of the sassy answers for which the voice assistant is famous. It's all about programmers, Bennett told Typeform.8. Your effect. Bennett has received thousands of phone calls and emails from people who say they have formed an emotional relationship with Siri. In creating Siri's personality, engineers worked to make it more human than previous
robotic-sounding voice interfaces, programmed saucy returns, and avoided making it too persistently useful to the point of annoying users. Related: How important is Siri's personality?9. Sidestepped.Apple not only never admitted that Bennett was the voice behind Siri, but never paid her beyond the hourly wage she received from ScanSoft in 2005.10. Reputation without responsibility. iOS 7 software and
all subsequent iOS systems do not feature Bennett's voice. I had the best of both worlds because I was the original and I can promote myself, he told Typeform. When Siri starts leading all of us out to sea, it won't be my voice. In a few weeks, the iPhone 5 should be on us. One of the interesting metrics mentioned about the iPhone is how all new models are actually sold the cumulative total of previous
models. For example, the iPhone 4 sold more than the total of all the original iPhone, 3G and 3G models. So far the iPhone 4S has not yet achieved this goal, but it will do so when the results of the Quarter. By my estimate, after 3 quarters of sales, Apple sold about 83 million iPhone 4S compared to 88 million for the iPhone 4. Here's a chart that shows how many of every apple iPhone model has sold to
date. The totals add up to numbers reported, but the divisions are based on an educated hypothesis. My guess is that when a new model is released, the vast majority of shipments are for the new model. Not really rocket science. So the obvious question is: Will the iPhone 5 ship more than all cumulative shipments of older models? But the obvious question isn't always the right one. First of all, it is a
moving goal since older models continue to sell. Second, every new model of the iPhone is facing a larger cumulative sales base that it has to compete with to set this record. Thirdly, we must remember that it is easy to break previous shipping records when a product is newer and very difficult once a product matures. As an investor in Apple, I don't attach much importance to how many new models they
pay compared to older models. I just want to see an increase in sales and consistent profit margins. I worry about the total iPhone sales growing every year. I realize that it is impossible for Apple to continuously release a new model that resells all previous shipments of older models. Expect this to be like expecting a sprinter to keep accelerating as he runs on a track that continues to get steeper. So let's
take a look at iPhone shipments per quarter. Here is a graph that dates back to the initial introduction of the iPhone. I launched iPad shipments as a second series on the chart just for interest and comparison. You can see the huge spike in iPhone volume when the 4S was released. Part of this can be explained by the growing market of people who want an iPhone. But another factor that contributed was
the long (5 fourth) period of time the iPhone 4 brought the torr. The anticipation for the next model was hot and as a result, we saw a huge change in volume when the 4S was finally released. When the iPhone 5 comes out, we will have only seen 3 quarters where the previous model (the 4S) was the top-of-the-line Apple phone. It seems natural that this would result in a less dramatic increase in sales in the
December quarter, right? Maybe. But if we consider that iPhone demand is still growing rapidly and globally, maybe not. Let's take a look at analyst estimates. I don't have models of Wall Street analysts showing an expected breakdown of iPhones in particular, so I'll just consider revenue estimates. These are easily visible on Yahoo Finance. For the December quarter, analysts expect Apple to generate
$54.9 billion in revenue. That compares with the previous record (last year's iPhone 4S holiday quarter) of $46.3 billion. Year-on-year growth is expected to be only 18%. I wouldn't be surprised at all if Apple breaks the december quarter. Their products are still the best in the world, China is on fire and it seems that iPad volumes are growing like crazy, which makes the expectation of growth seem 18%
minus an obstacle. It just seems that Apple customers and investors are in an extremely interesting fall of 2012. iPhone 5 in September, iPad mini in in and hopefully an update from Apple on the number of devices sold at launch, and then quarterly results. Get stuck on iMore for a full analysis. Analysis.
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